54, Evora Park,
Howth
Co. Dublin
www.davidhealy.com
087 6178852
david.healy@cllrs.fingal.ie
17th January 2022
An Bord Pleanála
Marlborough St
Dublin 1
sent electronically
Re: application 312112: Station Road, Portmarnock, Townlands of Drumnigh, Maynetown and
Portmarnock, Co. Dublin. (www.portmarnocksouthphase1d.com)

A chairde,

I refer to the above application and make the following observations:
1. The application appears not to provide for walking and cycling access to the existing bridge
over the railway line dividing this area from the newly constructed Drumnigh Manor
residential area. You will see from the attached documents from planning permission ABP
224401 (Fingal reference F14A/0132) the importance of this bridge as a link between
adjacent residential areas and in providing a safe access route from Drumnigh Manor to the
train station.
The delivery of this access should be required as part of the first stage of this permission.
2. I have been unable to find some of the documentation relating to the pre-planning
discussions online. For example, An Bord Pleanála’s file 310235 relating to this site refers to
“a formal pre-planning consultation meeting took place with the Planning Authority in
relation to the proposed development on the 11th March 2001” and what I assume is a
letter, described as “the planning authority’s Parks and Green Infrastructure Division dated
14th June 2021.” Neither the minutes of the meeting nor the letter seem to have been made
available to the public. There may be discussion relating to the bridge I refer to above in this
documentation and if there is I would like an opportunity to consider and address it.
3. At the north-east of the overall Local Area Plan/ development area, the plan is to link the
Baldoyle to Portmarnock Greenway to the cycleway on Station Road. Unfortunately the
online documentation for permission ABP 300514 (Fingal reference SHD/002/17) is far from
complete, but it appears from the Compliance Drawings and Maps put online by Fingal on
13th June 2018 that this link is part of that permission. I urge you to ensure that this link is

completed as it will provide a means for pedestrians from this development and the phases
already built, travelling to the nearest primary school, St. Marnock’s, to cross the road. I
note from the map in the Planning Report and Statement of Consistency submitted in this
application that there is a risk that this link could be considered to be in the last phase of this
development. That would mean putting pedestrians at risk unnecessarily. Completion of this
link, which is on land owned by this developer, in the initial phase of development should be
a condition of this permission.
4. Additionally, I urge you to require that the details of the design for walking and cycling are in
keeping with the National Cycle Manual and the Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets.
Some of the provision in the northern part of the development along Station road is not in
compliance with these standards.
For some background on the road safety issues in this area, please see
https://davidhealy.com/?p=1389

Best regards,

Cllr David Healy

An Bord Pleanála

Inspector’s Report
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 This third party appeal relates to an application for planning permission for
270 no. residential units on a site of 11.9ha at Drumnigh Road,
Portmarnock, Co. Dublin. Planning permission was refused permission by
Fingal County Council for four reasons:
• Poor residential amenity for future occupants and neighbouring
properties,
• Inadequate provision of public open space,
• Unsustainable mix of residential units, and
• Inadequate provision of private open space.
1.2 This report sets out background information on the planning application
and details of the appeal made. It makes an assessment of the key issues
arising and makes a recommendation to the Board to grant permission for
the development subject to conditions.

2. SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
2.1 The appeal site is situated in Portmarnock, County Dublin, approximately
12km north-east of Dublin City Centre. It lies c.500m due south west of
Portmarnock DART station, however pedestrian and vehicular access to
the station is via the local road network.
2.2 The site lies at the edge of the built up area. It is bounded to the west by
the R123 (Drumnigh Road) and to the north-west and north by residential
development. To the north-west are three residential properties (Alverna,
Mayfield and Twin Cedars) and to the north is housing forming part of the
Drumnigh Woods residential development (see attachments). To the east
of the site is the DART railway line and agricultural land lies to the east of
this line and to the south of the site. GAA grounds lies opposite the
proposed entrance to the site on the western side of Drumnigh Road.
2.3 Pedestrian access to the DART station is via Drumnigh Road and Station
Road, both of these roads are reasonably heavily trafficked and have a
narrow pavement, primarily along one side of the road.
2.4 The site has an open aspect and is visible from Drumnigh Road to the
west of the site and Moyne Road to the south of it. An east-west ridge
runs across the site, approximately north of its mid-point. The topography
falls gently to the north of the site, away from the ridge, and more steeply
to the south.
2.5 Existing hedgerows run along the western site boundary, much of the
northern and eastern boundaries and for a short length of the southern
boundary. Along the southern boundary is a ditch/small stream. There is
also a ditch along the eastern boundary of the site (north of the railway
line) but it was unclear if this contains any water.
PL06F.244401
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3. PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
3.1 The proposed development, as modified by the provision of further
information in November 2014, comprises 270 terraced, semi-detached
and detached dwellings on a site of 11.9ha, comprising a mix of three, four
and five bedroom houses. Seven basic house types are provided, House
Types A to G, with minor modifications within each type to provide a total
of 21 individual house types (see revised schedule of accommodation).
Houses are arranged to the north of the site and a linear park to the south.
3.2 Access to the site is from a new roundabout on Drumnigh Road, to the
west of the site, with the main road serving the development running east
west across the site. (An arm of the roundabout junction will serve the
GAA grounds opposite the proposed site entrance). From this road
residential areas are served by a number internal access roads (and a
small number of cul-de-sacs), running broadly north south, linked by
shared surfaces. Lower density housing (primarily detached and semidetached units) is arranged along the northern and southern sides of the
residential area i.e. backing onto existing residential development or facing
the linear park, and higher density housing (primarily short terraces of
units) in the central part of the site. Houses are primarily three storey with
two storey units providing a repeating pattern of corner units throughout
the development to provide frontage along all sides of the residential
blocks. Three distinct character areas are provided within the site, to the
west, middle and east created by different elevational treatment and
materials (see Pre-Planning Consultation Report submitted with the
application).
3.3 Pockets of open space are provided throughout the development to
complement the linear park and a playground, running track and outdoor
fitness equipment is provided within the linear park (total public open
space is stated to be 26,000sqm). A pedestrian/cycle path runs from
roundabout junction with Drumnigh Road to an existing railway bridge,
over the railway line, at the eastern side of the site. 556 car parking
spaces are provided, with approximately 80% within the curtilage of
individual dwellings and the remainder on-street.
3.4 The planning application for the development is accompanied by a number
of technical reports:
• Planning Report – Describes the location of the development, its
planning history and planning policy in respect of the site. It
addresses the principle planning considerations associated with the
development. The report states that density of the development (23
units per hectare) is within the range appropriate for
suburban/greenfield sites (Sustainable Residential Development in
Urban Areas, DoEHLG, 2009) and well below the maximum
permissible density for new residential development within an Outer
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•

•

Public Safety Zone of Dublin airport (39 persons per 0.5ha, against
maximum of 60 persons per 0.5ha).
Archaeological Assessment (Report and subsequent letter from
archaeological consultants dated 19th November 2015) – Refers to
geophysical survey and test trenching which identified the following
of archaeological interest within the site:- a large ‘figure of eight’
enclosures; enclosure RMP DU015-117; a ring ditch RMP DU015119; 19th Century deposits and a brick kiln. Considers that the
development would have an adverse impact on two remains (figure
of eight enclosure and enclosure DU015-117). Recommends that
these two areas (and the brick kiln) are preserved by record, that
RMP DU015-119 is preserved in situ (within landscape feature) and
that the remainder of the development be subject to archaeological
monitoring. States that the recommendations of the Report
approved by DAHG.
Appropriate Assessment Screening Report - Concludes that the
development will have a positive impact on the Baldoyle SPA/SAC
by increasing the amount of feeding habitat potentially available to
the Annex I species of Brent Goose. No listed habitat or species
will be adversely affected by the development, so no possibility of
wider impact on other Natura 2000 sites nearby, or an impact in
combination with the adjacent Maynetown development.
Infrastructure Design Report:
o Flood Risk Assessment – Refers to background technical
reports and concludes that the site is not subject to either
fluvial or tidal flood risk. Relatively minor ponding occurs in
south eastern corner of site in 1 in 1000 year rainfall event,
but 4m below lowest finished floor level.
o Sewerage – Foul water to be served by gravity sewer
throughout the site which will drain to a pumping station.
Pumped from here via rising main to decompression
manhole within applicant’s control (Castlemoyne
development) and from here will discharge by gravity sewer
to the North Fringe Sewer. Development provides a
wayleave across the site for the Greater Dublin Drainage
Project.
o Surface Water Drainage – Includes a sustainable urban
drainage system (SUDS) for stormwater management,
surface water attenuation to below greenfield run-off rate,
accommodation of rainfall events up to a 100 year return
flood event and allowance for climate change. Surface water
to discharge to stream via bypass separator to remove all
remaining pollutants.
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o Water Supply – To be connected to watermain along R124.
Traffic and Transport Assessment – Assesses the impact of the
additional 62 residential units (uplift from previously approved
scheme). Demonstrates that the southern junction of the Drumnigh
Road and Moyne Road will be operating above capacity for the both
assessment years (2016 and 2026). To facilitate the development
in the short term proposes implementing signalisation of the junction
with improvements carried out prior to occupation of any dwelling.
Landscape Design Report – Sets out the strategy for open space
provision and planting.
Tree Survey – Survey of trees on site and identifies those to be
retained and protected during construction and operation.
Noise Impact Assessment – Assesses the existing noise
environment and predicted noise environment during construction
and operation of development. Makes recommendations for
mitigation measures for construction (construction noise and
vibration management plan) and operation (glazing specification,
attenuated ventilation). Considers that with mitigation in place
predicted noise levels will be within recommended criteria.
Construction and Waste Management Plan – Sets out
arrangements for the management of the construction process and
waste arising.
Environmental Construction Management Plan – Sets out
arrangements for pollution control.

4. OBSERVATIONS ON THE PLANNING APPLICATION
Prescribed Bodies
4.1 The following observations are made on the planning application:
• Dublin Airport Authority – Site is located within the Outer Airport
Noise Zone and the Outer Public Safety Zone. Request that the
existing and predicted noise environment of the site is fully
assessed, with details of any required mitigation to be submitted to
the planning authority.
• Irish Water – Request further information on details of water supply
and foul water discharge.
• Iarnród Éireann – Application does not allow for the future widening
of the railway line (as per section 6.1.1 of the Portmarnock South
LAP). Makes detailed comments on design of scheme in relation to
railway (boundary wall) and construction methodology.
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DAHG – Archaeology – Recommends that recommendations of the
archaeological report are implemented if planning permission is
granted.

Third Parties
4.2 The following parties make observations on the application:
• Links residents, Station Road, Portmarnock – Poor road
infrastructure (Station Road) for pedestrians, in particular accessing
childcare facilities; proposed development will exacerbate problems;
already busy Portmarnock DART Station, no knowledge of plans to
improve train service to cope with additional population; rational for
granting permission with unfinished housing estates in the area;
quality of housing being built; traffic management plan during
construction; school facilities to support additional development.
• R. and G. Quish (24 no. Drumnigh Wood, north of development) –
Introduction of three storey units (83%); excessive density (23 units
per hectare compared to 12 per hectare, Drumnigh Wood); poor
layout; overlooking and overshadowing of rear gardens to north;
lack of privacy and no regard to existing amenity of residents to
north. Excessive density; poor access for pedestrians; sporadic
train service; excessive parking provision. Inadequate access –
R124 very narrow, badly surfaced and pot-holed, narrow footpath
on one side, dangerous stretch of road. Entrance is inappropriately
sited opposite busy entrance to GAA grounds. Insufficient capacity
on Drumnigh Road to accommodate development. Over reliance
on road upgrades and cycle routes proposed in the LAP for the
adjoining area. Road improvements, infrastructure and cyclepaths
should be in place before development takes place. Overlooking of
three storey housing, impact on use of rear gardens and enjoyment
of space. Sufficiently zoned land in the Portmarnock south LAP
adjacent to the Portmarnock Rail Station. Refer to an application by
Sherman Oaks for Phase 1 of these lands (PA ref. F13A/0248 1) on
appeal. Will provide 1200 units which is more than adequate for a
village the size of Portmarnock. Bland layout.
• Residents of Drumnigh Woods – Impact of high density
development on current infrastructure. No information on boundary
treatment of proposed houses adjoining Drumnigh Woods (to
north), including shared drainage ditch; length of rear gardens and if
these comply with development plan standards; overlooking; impact
of height/mass/density on amenity of residents. Refer to F09B/0138
1

Appeal withdrawn.
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and planning authority’s statement (in request for FI) ‘It is the view
of the Planning Officer and An Bord Pleanála that a rear depth of
minimum 15m should be provided when second floor/attic level
accommodation is proposed in order to protect the amenities of
neighbouring properties’.
Technical Reports
4.3 The following technical reports on the planning application are on file:
• Water Services (4th December 2014) – No objections subject to
conditions.
• Parks Planning Section (10th December 2014) – Concerns
regarding inadequate provision of public open space (applicant
includes areas of road and riparian strip in calculation) and makes
further comments on aspects of the detailed design.
• Greater Dublin Drainage Scheme (24th December 2014) –
Wayleave shown on applicant’s drawing is not current. However,
differences are minor and could be dealt with prior to
commencement of development.
• Transportation Planning (10th December 2014) – Concerns
regarding provision of on-street parking, absence of overlooking by
residential units and taking in charge.
• Heritage Officer (15th December 2014) – Recommends a condition
to be attached to the permission requiring implementation of
mitigation measures set out in Archaeological Assessment and
subsequent letter from IAC (19th November 2014).
• Environment and Water Services (17th December 2014) – No
objections subject to conditions.

5. REPORT OF THE PLANNING OFFICER
5.1 The Planning Officer’s report (17th December 2014) describes the
development and the alterations made by way of further information. It
refers to the planning history of the site; the observations made on the
application; departmental reports and submissions by prescribed bodies.
It concludes as follows:
• The increased number of residential units is not linked to the early
delivery of a quality direct and safe pedestrian/cycle route to the
DART station. The development is therefore largely car dependent.
Application is silent on works to bridge to facilitate high quality
connectivity.
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•

91% of scheme comprises 4+ bed units (when House Type C
included). Does not achieve development plan objective for
balance mix of house types.
• Applicant’s calculation of open space includes adjoining roadways,
shared surfaces and a riparian corridor. Total open space area falls
short of County Development Plan requirements and provides for
substandard residential development and therefore materially
contravenes the development plan.
• House Type C is designed as a four bed unit and does not meet
private open space requirements. Do not accept applicant’s
argument that the additional space will be used as a
den/entertainment/storage area for calculation of private open
space. Design reflects that of a four bed unit. The substandard
level of private open space (less than 75sqm) to serve this type of
unit on 50 sites is considered unreasonable and contrary to future
residential amenity standards.
• Detailed design and layout of scheme, with regard to juxtaposition
of dwellings/sites, location of car parking spaces relative to
proposed dwellings, and impact of design on some of the existing
residential properties in the area all give rise to a layout which
negatively impacts on future residential amenities of the area and is
contrary to the zoning objective RS.
5.2 The report recommends refusing permission for four reasons; poor
residential amenity for future occupants and neighbouring properties;
inadequate provision of public open space; unsustainable mix of
residential units and inadequate provision of private open space.

6. DECISION OF PA
6.1 On the 17th December 2014, the planning authority decided to refuse
permission for the development for four reasons:
(1) Having regard to the juxtaposition of dwellings/sites within the scheme
alongside the detailed design of dwellings relative to existing properties, as
well as positioning of car parking spaces in unsupervised locations, and
creation of unusable landscaping strips, the proposed layout gives rise to
poor residential amenity for future occupants of the development, potential for
significant overshadowing of private amenity space and potential for
significant overlooking of neighbouring properties. The applicant has failed to
demonstrate compliance with Objective RD13 of the Fingal Development Plan
2011-2017 and the proposed development would contravene materially the
zoning objective RS ‘to provide for residential development and protect and
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improve residential amenity’ of the Fingal County Development Plan 20112017.
(2) The quantum of public open space proposed for this development of 270
dwellings is below that required by the Fingal Development Plan 2011-2017.
The proposed development therefore would contravene materially Objectives
OS02 of the Fingal Development Plan 2011-2017 and would be contrary to
the proper planning and sustainable development of the area.
(3) The proposed substandard residential development does not provide for a
sustainable mix of house unit sizes with 91% of the scheme comprising 4+
bed units. The proposed development would contravene materially Objective
RD04 of the Fingal Development Plan 2011-2017: Ensure a mix of housing
types are provided in all residential areas to meet the diverse needs of
residents.
(4) A significant proportion of the proposed dwellings fail to meet the private open
space standards of the Fingal Development Plan 2011-2017 (Objective
OS38). The proposed development would therefore seriously injure the
amenities of the area and be contrary to the proper planning and sustainable
development of the area.

7. POLICY CONTEXT
National Policy
7.1 The following national policy documents are relevant to the appeal and I
refer to them in my assessment below:
• Urban Design Manual – A Best Practice Guide (DoEHLG, 2009).
• Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets (DoEHLG, 2013).
• Sustainable Residential Development in Urban Areas (DoEHLG, 2009).

County Development Plan
7.2 The proposed development falls within the administrative area of the
Fingal County Development Plan 2011-2017. The northern part of the site
is zoned for residential development and the southern part for greenbelt:
• RS – Provide for residential development and protect and improve
residential amenity.
• GB – Protect and provide for a Greenbelt.
7.3 The Development Plan refers to national guidance on the achieving quality
urban areas and sustainable urban communities and sets out detailed
policies in respect of sustainable placemaking, public art, housing mix and
adaptability, unit and room sizes and daylight, sunlight and overshadowing
and density (see attachments), including the following:
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Policy Objective RD04 – Ensure a mix and range of housing types
are provided in all residential areas to meet the diverse needs of
residents.
• Policy Objective RD13 – Ensure all new residential units comply
with the Recommendations of Site Layout Planning for Daylight
and Sunlight: A Guide to Good Practice (B.R.E.) and B.S. 8206
Lighting for Buildings, Part 2, 2008: Code of Practice for
Daylighting and other updated relevant documents.
7.4 Policies of the plan make provision for both public and private open space
and for a new road through the south eastern part of the site (see
attachments):
• Policy Objective OS02 – Require a minimum public open space
provision of 2.5 hectares per 1000 population. For the purpose of
this calculation, public open space requirements are to be based
on residential units with an agreed occupancy rate of 3.5 persons
in the case of dwellings with three or more bedrooms and 1.5
persons in the case of dwellings with two or fewer bedrooms.
• Policy Objective OS02A – Require a minimum of 10% of a
proposed development site area be designated for use as public
open space. (The Development Plan also makes provision for the
remaining open space requirement to be provided outside of the
development site or by way of financial contribution).
• Policy Objective OS38 – Ensure a minimum open space provision
for dwelling houses (exclusive of car parking area) as follows:
 3 bedroom houses or less to have a minimum of 60sqm of
private open space located behind front building line of the
house
 Houses with 4 or more bedrooms to have a minimum of
75sqm of private open space located behind the front
building line of the house
 Narrow strips of open space to the side of houses shall not
be included in the private open space calculations.
7.5 The site also falls within the Outer Airport Noise Zone and the Outer Public
Safety Zone of Dublin Airport:
• Objective EE51 – Strictly control inappropriate development and
require noise insulation where appropriate within the Outer Noise
Zone.
• Objective EE57 – Promote appropriate land use patterns in the
vicinity of the flight paths serving the Airport, having regard to the
precautionary principle, based on existing and anticipated
environmental and safety impacts of aircraft movements.
• Objective EE58 – Implement the policies to be determined by the
Government in relation to Public Safety Zones for Dublin Airport.
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Local Area Plans
7.6 Land to the east of the site and existing railway line, falls within the
Portmarnock South Local Area Plan 2013and is designated substantially
for residential development (see attachments). It provides a greenroute
alongside the railway line for cyclists and pedestrians to connect to
Portmarnock DART Station.

8. PLANNING HISTORY
8.1 The following planning applications have been made in respect of the
appeal site:
• F07A/0424/PL06F.226731 – Planning permission granted by the
Board for 202 dwellings (permission sought for 208) on a site of
10.42ha.
• F07A/0424/E1 – Extension of duration of permission granted up to
and including 28th April 2018
• F08A/0955 – Planning permission granted for amendments to the
above (change of house types).
• F09A/0170 – Planning permission granted for amendments to
planning permission F07A/0424 (change of house types).
8.2 Reference is made to the following planning permissions on land adjoining
the site:
• F13A/0248 – Permission granted on land to the east of the site for
the construction of 102 no. dwellings (mix of two and three storey
houses). This development lies east of the railway line and
provides for a pedestrian/cycle route along its western fringe within
the development site. The application was appealed to the Board,
but this appeal was subsequently withdrawn.
• F04A/1089; F03A/0455 and F00A/1114 – Permission granted for
91, 33 and 20 dwellings respectively on land to the north of the site
Ballymore Properties (Drimnagh Woods development).
• F001A/1114- Permission refused by the Board for 136 dwellings on
land to the north of the site, Ballymore Properties (now Drimnagh
Woods development).
• F13A/0413 – Permission granted for two no. two storey houses on
land north west of the site.
• F10A/0543 – Permission granted and retention permission granted
for new boundary wall and extensions to Twin Cedars House (to
north west of site).
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9. THE APPEAL
9.1 The first party appeal is made on the following grounds:
Context
9.2 Site falls within the category of an Outer Suburban /Greenfield site
(Guidelines for Planning Authorities on Sustainable Residential
Development in Urban Areas, DOEHLG, 2009). Sustainable densities of
35-50 units/ha are recommended for these types of sites and densities of
less than 30 units/ha should be discouraged. The permitted layout
(F07A/0424; PL06F.226731 and F14A/0316) has a density of 30.4
units/ha. The revised scheme results in 38 units/ha, which is more
appropriate at this location. Provision of public open space has not been
affected by the increase in density and has increased from 5,980sqm
(permitted layout) to 8,050sqm (proposed).
9.3 Applicant notes the planning authority’s comment regarding delivery of a
footpath to the existing railway bridge and state that the applicant is happy
to provide this footpath/connection on land within his control if the Board
requires its early delivery, suggest it could be included as part of Phase
one by condition.
Reason for Refusal 1
Juxtaposition of dwellings/sites within the scheme
9.4 Main issue raised by the planning authority is the lack of ‘outlook’ afforded
to the corner dwellings (Unit Type F/F1) and the change in heights from
2/3 storey to 2 storey dwellings which is exaggerated in areas due to
changes in floor levels. F/F1 units designed for this corner condition will
provide areas of visual interest and distinctiveness. Units will have
sufficient outlook (refer to attached drawing, unit 151, northern outlook).
Units have a simple L shaped layout with multiple frontages. Shallow
depth allows rooms at ground floor to have triple aspect. At first floor
windows look to front and side with bathroom areas to rear to reduce
overlooking. The rear gardens have good outlook to either side
(east/west) and changes in level afford greater privacy. Units comply with
best practice (building separation and overlooking). Have spacious internal
layout and rear gardens in excess of Development Plan standards.
Omission of units would create large gaps in streetscape. High level of
residential amenity is provided throughout the scheme, overshadowing of
private open space is minimised and adequate set back distances are
maintained to avoid overlooking.
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Detailed Design of Dwellings Relative to Existing Properties
9.5 Planning authority considered design of dwellings relative to existing
properties (Drumnigh Woods) to be acceptable (based on cross sections
submitted and minor alterations by way of FI), except for units 97 and 98
which they consider should be switch to a different house type (i.e. from
Type A1 to Type B1). Applicant submits that the issue could be addressed
by condition, requiring that the bedroom to the rear at second floor be
changed to a study/store with obscure glazing on the basis that such a
change would not affect the rhythm of the streetscape or symmetry on the
public open space that is achieved by units 91-98.
Positioning of Car Parking Spaces in Supervised Locations
9.6 Most of the on-street spaces are located along the spine road to the south
of the site adjacent to the linear park, with the intention of eliminating the
visual impact of perpendicular parking along this principle route. All car
parking spaces will be maintained by a management company for the
scheme. Government guidelines on Sustainable Residential Development
in Urban Areas; Quality Housing for Sustainable Communities; and Design
Manual for Urban Roads and Streets facilitate provision of on street
parking. Table 10.3a of the County Development Plan contravenes
national policy and should be removed from the assessment of this
proposal. Stringent adherence to curtilage parking will lead to an
incoherent traditional suburban layout, limiting the possibility of creating
distinctiveness, strong streetscapes and areas of interest. Parking spaces
are supervised by one or more adjacent units. On street spaces will be
designated to units and controlled by the management company. Submit
revised details with parking arrangements for units 251 and 252 (2 spaces
each adjoining the housing units). The location of the car parking for units
51 and 53 is adequate (four spaces in front of house nos. 51-53 serving
units 51 and 52; unit 53 served by two spaces provided on curtilage
around the corner). Unit nos. 253 and 254 are provided with 4 no. spaces
to the side of Unit 254.
Creation of Unusable Landscaping Strips
9.7 Management company will be responsible for maintaining the shrub and
tree planting areas directly adjoining houses within the estate and which
are considered to be vital to the overall landscaping proposal providing
visual interest, helping to create reference points and improving legibility
leading to a high quality public realm. The small landscaping items
identified in pages 46-50 of the Planning Officer’s report are still
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unresolved but are small design issues that could be resolved through a
compliance submission or planning condition.
Reason for Refusal No. 2
9.8 Fingal County Development Plan makes provision for dealing with
shortfalls in public open space provision (OS02A and OS02B). At the
discretion of the planning authority any shortfall can be compensated by
the provision of public open space elsewhere or by way of financial
contribution. Any shortfall could have been provided on lands immediately
adjacent to the development and within the applicant’s ownership. This is
not a valid reason to refuse the development.
9.9 Consider that sufficient open space in excess of standards is provided.
26,000sqm of open space is provided against a requirement of
23,625sqm. Includes a variety of soft and hard landscaping areas. All
dwellings with 100m of area of open space. Only 22,743sqm deemed
acceptable. Open space areas 2, 7 and 8 incorporate areas of shared
surface and hard landscaping which are important parts of the scheme,
prioritising the pedestrian and providing informal play and seating areas. A
portion of open space area 6 is excluded as it falls within the 10-15m
riparian strip. Should be included in open space calculations as, with
property landscaping proposals, provide important amenity within a
scheme. On review open space area measures 19,850sqm not
18,000sqm, which would compensate for any shortfall.
Reason for Refusal No. 3
9.10 Planning officer assessment is predicated on the assumption that
House Type C/C1 is similar to a Type B/B1 and therefore is considered a 4
bedroom unit. Submit revised version of unit Type C/C1 which omits the
provision of accommodation at second floor level and the stairs to it and
omits dormer window from plans and elevations. Resultant mix is 3 bed
33%; 4 bed 34% and 5 bed 33% and is consistent with the requirements of
the Development Plan (objective RD040).
Reason for Refusal No. 4
9.11 Planning officer’s assessment is predicated on the assumption that
House Types C/C1 is similar to a Type B/B1 and is therefore a four
bedroom unit. Refer to revised details for Type C/C1 unit and state that
this will unambiguously address any shortfall in open space provision.
Also correct two minor drafting errors in connection with units 155 and 245
in respect of open space provision, such that 75sq is provided to serve unit
155 and 60sqm is provided to serve unit 245 (a C1 unit).
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10. OBSERVATIONS ON THE APPEAL
10.1 There is one observation made on the appeal by daa. They refer to
their previous submission and request that the existing and predicted
noise environment of the site is fully assessed, including extant
permissions, with appropriate noise mitigation measures required in the
event that planning permission is granted.

11. RESPONSE TO THE APPEAL
11.1

The planning authority make the following comments on the appeal:
• Juxtaposition of dwellings – Planning authority remains of the view
that the angular open space of some of the gardens within the
scheme, combined with the juxtaposition of dwellings relative to
private open space, in addition to the significant ground level
changes, combine to result in a poor residential layout on sections
of the site, with potential for significant overshadowing of private
open space in certain instances. If the Board are minded to grant
permission, request the Board to apply conditions to omit
dwellings/reconsider house types and height as appropriate to
address this issue.
• Car parking – Notes that the site is an outer suburban location
where 2 car spaces are likely to be required. Where spaces are
provided on street congestion can occur. Whilst the site is close to
a high quality public transport rail line, the immediate delivery of
pedestrian/cyclist connectivity is limited. Car parking can be
provided in-curtilage at this location. All dwellings should
immediately overlook the car parking spaces allocated to them.
Proposed Management Agreement should be submitted and agreed
with the planning authority prior to commencement of development.
• Open Space – Applicant has not submitted a detailed plan
indicating how areas of hard landscaping and shared surface will be
designed as urban spaces. Changing the surface treatment alone
does not make these quality urban amenity spaces appropriate for
recreational use. The spaces should not be included in the
calculation of open space. The riparian corridor should also be
excluded as supported by the development plan. The planning
authority has taken this approach to other developments by the
applicant (F14A/0363/PL06F.244157).
• Amended Design of House Type C – Noted. House now presents
as a three bedroom unit, achieving a more balanced housing mix
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•

•

and compliance with development plan standards (private open
space).
Pedestrian Connectivity – Required as a key sustainable transport
link and request that this be addressed to ensure it earliest delivery
(Phase 1 of the development)
Conditions – Should include for the payment of a development
contribution and security to ensure satisfactory completion of
development.

12. ASSESSMENT
Review of Issues
12.1 I note that the appeal site lies on land zoned for residential
development in the Fingal Development Plan and that planning
permission for residential development has already been granted on the
site and remains valid. The principle of residential development on the
site is therefore clearly established. I note that the development is at a
density which is appropriate at this suburban location and within the Outer
Public Safety Limit Zone for Dublin airport. I also note that the applicant
has adequately addressed issues regarding water supply, drainage,
flooding, archaeology and traffic/transportation (subject to conditions of
any permission).
12.2 Having regard to these factors and to my inspection off the appeal site
and file, I am of the opinion that the key issues for this appeal are
confined to the issues raised in the course of the planning application and
appeal, namely:
• Juxtaposition of dwellings.
• Design relative to existing properties.
• Positioning of Car Parking.
• Mix of units/house types.
• Open space provision (public, private, provision of landscaping
strips).
• Provision of cyclist/pedestrian link to railway bridge.
• Noise control.
• Appropriate assessment.
Juxtaposition of Dwellings
12.3 The use of corner units within the scheme is generally acceptable and
consistent with the government’s Urban Design Manual (2009) in that it
avoids blank gables and provides an important design aspect of the
development. I note that the units generally have a good outlook (often to
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open space with the development), have multiple frontages, shallow room
depths and that the living space is triple aspect. I also note that the layout
of units and pattern of fenestration does not give rise to overlooking.
However, given the short rear garden depths, the particular arrangement
of private open space within the gable wall aspect of adjoining 2/3 three
storey housing and the difference in ground levels between the units, I
consider that the arrangement of some corner units would result in a poor
outlook, with the 2/3 storey development having an overbearing impact on
the smaller F and F1 style units, namely:
• Units 118 (House Type F) and 119 (House Type B)
• Units 151 (House Type F) and 150 (House Type B)
• Units 174 (House Type F) and 173 (House Type B4)
• Units 238 (House Type F) and 237 (House Type A1)
• Units 133 (House Type F) and 132 (House Type B4)
• Units 136 (House Type F) and 137 (House Type B)
• Units 224 (House Type F1) and 223 (House Type B1)
12.4 Due to either, larger separation distances and/or the particular
orientation of gardens accompanying other corner units, I do not consider
this issue arises with any other of the proposed corner units.
12.5 If the Board are minded to grant permission for the development, I
would recommend that a number of units are omitted from the
development, i.e. nos. 119, 150, 173, 237, 132, 137 and 223, and that the
applicant be required to submit revised details of the terraces affected to
maximise outlook from the proposed corner units. This matter could be
dealt with by condition.
Design relative to existing properties
12.6 To the north of the application site is the existing residential
development of Drumnigh Woods and a small number of detached
properties along Drumnigh Road which back onto the site.
12.7 Along the northern boundary of the application site a range of House
Types, primarily three storey, are proposed. I note that the majority of
these are positioned such that there is generally in excess of 22m (c.26m
on average) between opposing windows at first floor level with the
adjoining development. Further, in most cases, residential units will be
separated by a substantial hedgerow which is to be retained as part of the
development and which will screen the proposed units from existing
dwellings. In general therefore I find the separation distances and House
Types proposed to be acceptable and not likely to give rise to significant
overlooking, subject to detailed arrangements for the retention of the
existing hedgerow and the enclosure of rear gardens along the northern
boundary of the site.
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12.8 Of note separation distances to the rear of unit nos. 63, 95 and 96 fall
below this standard due to the adjoining properties to the north being
closer to the shared boundary. With regard to unit no. 63, this is an F1
style, two storey property and is separated from the adjoining property by
a substantial hedgerow and I do not consider that serious overlooking will
therefor arise. In their report (17th December 2014) the planning authority
recommends switching the unit 95 to 98 from House Types A1 to House
Type B1. House Type A1 is a semi-detached five bedroom unit arranged
over three floors. At second floor is a low positioned roof light which
serves a bedroom in the rear elevation, which could give rise to
overlooking. House Type B1 is a four bedroom unit arranged over three
floors. At second floor the low roof light serves a store.
12.9 In response to the appeal, the applicant considers that the issue could
be addressed by condition, requiring that the bedroom to the rear at
second floor be changed to a study/store with obscure glazing on the
basis that such a change would not affect the rhythm of the streetscape
or symmetry on the public open space that is achieved by units 91-98.
This approach seems reasonable and could be dealt with by condition.
Positioning of Car Parking
12.10 The government’s guidelines on Urban Design, Sustainable Residential
Development and Urban Roads and Streets identifies on-street car
parking as an appropriate manner of provision in new residential
development. The proposed development provides most units with two
parking spaces within the curtilage of the property and on-street provision
in small sections within the scheme and alongside the linear park.
Consistent with the guidelines, off-street car parking spaces are generally
all within easy reach of residential properties (spaces from nos. 252 and
253 are a little removed – Revised Site Layout Plan, Drawing No. PL02
RevB) and are overlooked by housing, pedestrians and/or traffic as per
the government’s guidelines. I would accept therefore that the
arrangements for both off site and in curtilage parking are acceptable.
12.11 I note that one of the issues raised by the planning authority concerning
taking in charge the parking spaces (permeable paving, private spaces
within public space). The applicant states that parking spaces will be
allocated to individual units and maintenance will be carried out by a
management company for the scheme. This approach seems reasonable
and could be dealt with by condition.
Mix of units/house types
12.12 The proposed development comprises wholly residential units
(supported by public open space and recreational provision). I note that
there are no childcare facilities available, but recognise that this is a
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consequence of the location of the development within the outer public
safety zone of Dublin airport. Currently the site is not within ready
walking distance of local facilities, but I note that this is an important
objective of the development plan and I discuss this matter further below.
12.13 The residential scheme of 270 units, as revised by the provision for
further information, comprises:
• 89, 3 bedroom units (33%) – comprising House Types C, C1, E
and E1.
• 93 four bedroom units (34%) – comprising House Types B, B1-B6,
F, F1, F2, G, G1 and G2.
• 88 five bedroom units (33%) – comprising House Types A, A1-A3,
D and D1.
12.14 Type C units contain accommodation at second floor level, which the
applicant has indicated could be used as a multi-purpose room (e.g.
entertainment, store, playroom). The room has a low level roof light in its
rear elevation. In their assessment of the application, planning authority
considered that the additional room could readily be used as a bedroom
and should be considered as a four bedroom unit, therefore altering the
overall provision of units to 91% four bedroom units.
12.15 In his appeal to the Board the applicant submits revised details of the
C/C1 unit which show no accommodation at second floor, or access to
same and which omits the second floor dormer window to the front
elevation. The units are therefore demonstrably 3 bedroom units and
provide an acceptable mix of residential dwelling types. I note also that
the associated private open space provided for these units complies with
development plan standards (60sqm of private open space behind the
front building line of the house).
12.16 I note the applicant’s comments regarding the private open space
provision of units 155 (Type B house, 4 bed, provision of 75sqm) and 245
(Type C house, 3 bed, 71sqm provision).
Open space provision
12.17 The Fingal County Development Plan 2011-2017 sets out a
requirement of 2.5 hectares public open space per 1000 population
(based on an occupancy rate of 3.5 persons in dwellings with three or
more bedrooms), with a minimum of 10% of the proposed development
site area designated for use as public open space (Policy Objectives
OS02 and OS02A). In addition, the Plan provides discretion for the
remaining open space provision to be provided by way of provision or
upgrade of public open space/facilities outside the development site or
financial contribution in lieu of remaining open space provision (Policy
Objectives OS02A and OS02B).
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12.18 Applying the above standard to the proposed development gives a total
public open space requirement of 23,625 sqm ((270 units * 3.5
persons)/1000 * 2.5).
12.19 The applicant calculates a provision of 26,000sqm based on the
following (response to FI and Open Space Diagram, PL31):
• Area No. 1 650sqm
• Area No. 2 – 950sqm
• Area No. 3 – 1,400sqm
• Area No. 4 – 2,050sqm
• Area No. 5 – 1,650sqm
• Area No. 6 – 18,000sqm
• Area No. 7 – 400sqm
• Area No. 8 – 900sqm
12.20 The Development Plan requires that, except under exceptional
circumstances, public open space provision exceeds 10% of development
site area. In this instance site area (designated RS) measures c.8ha and
open space provision requirement is therefore c.8,000sqm.
12.21 Public open space provision within the designated RS lands comprise
all of the above open space areas, excluding area no. 6 (linear park).
These areas provide a total of 5,950sqm, which is less than 10% of site
area. Further, the applicant’s provision of public open space includes
shared spaces alongside a number of the other public open space areas.
However, I do not accept that it is appropriate to include in the open
space calculation, the shared space areas, which enable vehicle access,
thereby creating a potential conflict with for example, small children at
play (regardless of speed). I would accept the planning authority’s
argument therefore that there is a shortfall of public open space provision
within the site area (land zones RS). However, I also note that the
planning authority consider that shortfall of the on-site provision can be
discounted having regard to the exceptional circumstances prevailing i.e.
scale and location of open space immediately adjoining the RS zoned
lands and forming an integrated part of the design of the development
site. This approach seems reasonable and consistent with the provisions
of the Development Plan.
12.22 With regard to the overall provision of public open space, the applicant
includes in his calculations of the area of open space no. 6 the riparian
corridor alongside the river. ‘Green corridors’ are defined in the County
Development Plan as ‘linear open spaces along paths, water courses,
planting or other natural features that provide opportunities for walking
and cycling, informal recreation, and biodiversity and wildlife migration.
Green corridors should be incorporated into all new large developments,
as part of Green Infrastructure provision, linking large areas of open
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space and linking with areas outside of the development site. Green
corridors do not form part of the public open space provision’.
12.23 In this instance the riparian corridor is little more than the agricultural
field adjoining the stream to the south of the site. The landscape master
plan proposes woodland under planted with bulbs alongside the river and
in effect creates a green corridor alongside the existing stream. In this
instance therefore I consider that it is appropriate that the area alongside
the stream is used in the calculation of public open space.
12.24 In summary, therefore I consider that if the Board are minded to grant
permission that the applicant be required to demonstrate to the planning
authority, the area of public open space provision within and outside of
the RS zoned lands, excluding the shared space zones but including the
riparian corridor, and that any shortfall in provision can be dealt with by
financial contribution in lieu of provision, to the satisfaction of the planning
authority.
Provision of cyclist/pedestrian link to railway bridge
12.25 Whilst this is not directly referred to in the planning authority’s reasons
for refusal, the provision of a cyclist/pedestrian link to the DART station a
clear policy objective of the planning authority and very valid requirement
given the quantum of residential development coming forward in the area
and poor condition of existing pedestrian/cyclist links to the DART station
and other facilities within the town. I consider it is entirely appropriate
therefore that the applicant provide the proposed pedestrian/cyclist link to
the railway bridge as part of Phase 1 of the development. The actual
provision of the link on third party lands is not within the direct control of
the applicant and I consider that it is sufficient to require the applicant to
facilitate connection to the adjoining section of the link when it is
constructed. This matter can be dealt with by condition.
Noise control
12.26 I note the observation made by daa requesting that the existing and
predicted noise environment is assessed. I draw the Board’s attention to
the Noise Impact Assessment submitted with the response to the request
for further information (24th November 2014) and the proposals for
mitigation (glazing measures, provision of attenuated ventilation to
buildings and construction noise and vibration management plan). I note
that with the full implementation of all mitigation measures construction
noise and the predicted noise levels will be within acceptable standards.
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Appropriate Assessment
12.28 The development site lies within 3km of a number of Natura 2000 sites
(see attachments). The appropriate assessment screening report
identifies possible risks to the Natura 2000 sites, namely pollution (drain
to the south of the site discharges to Baldoyle Estuary via Mayne River)
and disturbance. The report considers that with the mitigation afforded
by the management of site works, including site run off during
construction and operation, extensive grassland area to be provided
north of the stream, compliance with SUDS practice and petrol
interceptor and the mitigation measures built into the coastal walkway
(increase in residents in area) no adverse effects will arise on the Natura
2000 sites nearby or as a consequence of in combination impacts.
12.29 This conclusion seems reasonable, given the measures proposed to
prevent water pollution arising during the construction and operation of
the development, the distance of the site from the Natura 2000 network
and the absence of conservation species utilising the application site
currently.
12.30 I consider therefore that it is reasonable to conclude that on the basis
of the information on the file, which I consider adequate in order to issue
a screening determination, that the proposed development, individually
or in combination with other plans and projects would not be likely to
have a significant effect on European sites in the vicinity of the site, in
view of the Site’s Conservation Objectives. A Stage 2 Appropriate
Assessment (and submission of NIS) is not therefore required.
13

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

13.1 Arising from my assessment I recommend that planning permission for
the proposed development should be granted for the reasons and
considerations set out below, subject to compliance with the attached
conditions.
REASONS AND CONSIDERATIONS
Having regard to the provisions of the current Development Plan and to the
detailed design of the proposed development, it is considered that subject to
compliance with the conditions set out below, the proposed development
would provide an adequate mix of property types and an appropriate standard
of development (including the provision of car parking space, open space and
pedestrian/cyclist link) and would not seriously injure the amenities of the
area, or property in the vicinity of the site. The proposed development would
therefore be in accordance with the proper planning and sustainable
development of the area.
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CONDITIONS
1. The development shall be carried out and completed in accordance
with the plans and particulars lodged with the application as amended
by the further plans and particulars received by the planning authority
on the 24th November 2014, and the further plans and particular
received by the Board on the 26th January 2015, except as may
otherwise be required in order to comply with the following conditions.
Where such conditions require details to be agreed with the planning
authority, the developer shall agree such details in writing with the
planning authority prior to the commencement of development and the
development shall be carried out and completed in accordance with the
agreed particulars.
Reasons:

In the interest of clarity.

2. Prior to the commencement of development revised details shall be
submitted and agreed in writing with the planning authority:
a. As shown on drawing no. PL02 Rev B houses number 119, 150,
173, 237, 132, 137 and 223 shall be omitted from the scheme.
Plans showing the relocation of remaining units/blocks to
maximise outlook to the rear of types F shall be submitted to the
planning authority for written agreement.
b. Bedroom no. 2 to at second floor the rear of Units 91 to 98 shall
be changed to a study/store. Fenestration shall be obscure
glazing.
c. Bedroom 3 in Unit E1 shall be repositioned to the rear of the
dwelling and any revised window proposed at this location on
the front elevation shall serve a bathroom/storage space only
and be of obscure glazing.
Reasons:

In the interest of residential amenity.

3. House Types C and C1 shall be constructed in accordance with the
plans, elevations and sections submitted to the Board on the 26th
January 2015 (drawing nos. PL16Rev A and PL17RevA).
Reasons:

In the interest of residential amenity.

4. Prior to the commencement of development, the applicant shall submit
to the planning authority for written agreement:
a. A revised schedule of public open space provision (excluding
from the calculation the shared space provision), within the RS
PL06F.244401
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

component of the scheme and in the adjoining linear park, with
any shortfall made up by way of development contribution.
Details of all exercise and play equipment to be provided within
the proposed development.
Details of shared surfaces.
Details of public art.
Details of the appearance, function and treatment of above
ground element of pumping station.
Detailed arrangements for the retention of existing hedgerows
on site and the enclosure of private rear gardens along the
northern boundary of the site.

Reason:
space.

In order to ensure the adequate provision of public open

5. Prior to the commencement of development, the applicant shall submit
a revised phasing plan to the planning authority for written agreement
to indicate the provision in Phase 1 of the development:
(i)
The proposed cyclist/pedestrian link to the existing bridge over
the railway line. The applicant shall facilitate future connection
to the adjoining sections of the link once constructed.
(ii)
The playground within the linear park.
Reason:
In the interest of orderly development and sustainable
development.
6. Prior to commencement of development details of the materials,
colours and textures of all the external finishes to the proposed
development shall be submitted to and agreed in writing with the
planning authority.
Reason:

In the interest of visual amenity.

7. Proposals for an estate/street name, house/apartment numbering
scheme and associated signage shall be submitted to, and agreed in
writing with, the planning authority prior to commencement of
development. Thereafter, all estate and street signs, and
house/apartment numbers shall be provided in accordance with the
agreed scheme. The proposed name(s) shall be based on local
historical or topographical features, or other alternatives acceptable to
the planning authority. No advertisements/marketing signage relating
to the name(s) of the development shall be erected until the developer
has obtained the planning authority’s written agreement to the
proposed name(s).
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Reason:
In the interest of urban legibility and to ensure the use of
locally appropriate place names for new residential areas.
8. Mitigation measures set out in the Tree Survey shall be implemented in
full. A report on the full implementation of these measures shall be
submitted to the planning authority.
Reason:

In the interest of visual amenity and biodiversity.

9. Mitigation measures set out in the Noise Impact Assessment,
Construction and Waste Management Plan and Environmental
Construction Management Plan shall be implemented in full. A report
on the full implementation of these measures shall be submitted to the
planning authority.
Reason:
In the interest of residential amenity, sustainable
development and protection of the water environment.
10. Mitigation measures set out in the Archaeological Assessment (March
2014) and the letter to the planning authority from Irish Archaeological
Consultancy (19th November 2014) shall be implemented in full. A
report on the full implementation of these measures shall be submitted
to the planning authority and to the Department of Arts, Heritage and
the Gaeltacht.
Reason:
In order to conserve the archaeological heritage of the
area and to secure the preservation (in-situ or by record) and the
protection of any archaeological remains that may exist within the site.
11. The management and maintenance of the proposed development
following completion shall be the responsibility of a legally constituted
management company, which shall be established by the developer. A
management scheme, providing adequate measures for the future
maintenance of the development, including landscaping, shared
spaces, playground, roads, paths, parking areas, lighting, waste
storage facilities and sanitary services shall be submitted to and agreed
in writing with the planning authority, before the proposed development
is made available for occupation.
Reason:

In the interest of visual amenity.

12. Each residential unit shall be used as a single dwelling unit only.
Reason:
amenity.
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13. The internal road network serving the proposed development, including
turning bays, junctions, parking areas, footpaths and kerbs shall be in
accordance with the detailed requirements for the planning authority for
such works. In particular, the developer shall comply with the following
transportation requirements:
a. A traffic management plan for the construction phase of the
project shall be submitted to the planning authority for written
agreement, prior to the commencement of development.
b. No dwelling house shall be occupied until after the Drumnigh
Road and Mayne Road junction has been completed.
c. No dwellinghouse shall be occupied until after the roundabout
junction with Drumnigh Road has been completed.
d. The developer shall construct the section of the proposed
upgraded footpath along the boundary of the site with Drumnigh
Road. No dwellinghouse shall be occupied until after completion
of same.
e. All underground poles or overhead services and poles shall be
relocated, as may be necessary, to a suitable location adjacent
to the new boundary at the developer’s expense.
f. All the above works shall be carried out at the developer’s
expense according to specifications and conditions of the
planning authority.
Reason:

In the interest of visual amenity and public safety.

14. No dwellinghouse shall be occupied until all services have been
connected thereto and are operational.
Reason:
In the interests of proper planning and sustainable
development of the area.
15. Prior to making available for occupation of any house, the internal road
network shall have been completed to the satisfaction of the planning
authority.
Reason:
To ensure the timely and satisfactory provision of such
site development works.
16. Public open space provision shall be in accordance with the detailed
requirements of the planning authority for such works.
Reason:
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17. Water supply and drainage arrangements including liaison with the
Greater Dublin Drainage Project Team regarding the location of the
wayleave across the site and the disposal of surface water shall comply
with the requirements of the planning authority for such works and
services.
Reason:
In the interest of public health and to ensure a proper
standard of development.
18. Construction works shall be in accordance with the requirements of
Iarnród Éireann.
Reason:

In the interest of public safety.

19. All service cables associated with the proposed development (such as
electrical, communal television, telephone and public lighting cables)
shall be run underground within the site.
Reason:
In the interest of orderly development and the visual
amenities of the area.
20. The site works and building works required to implement the
development shall only be carried out between 0700 hours and 1800
hours, Monday to Friday and between 0800 hours and 1400 hours on
Saturdays. No works shall take place outside these hours or on
Sundays or Bank or Public Holidays.
Reason:
dwellings.

To safeguard the residential amenities of adjacent

21. Prior to the commencement of development, the applicant or other
person with an interest in the land to which the application relates shall
enter into an agreement in writing with the planning authority in relation
to the provision of social and affordable housing in accordance with the
requirements of section 96 of the Planning and Development Act, 2000,
as amended, unless an exemption certificate shall have been applied
for and been granted under section 97 of the Act, as amended. Where
such an agreement is not reached within eight weeks from the date of
this order, the matter (other than a matter to which section 97(7)
applies) may be referred by the planning authority or any other
prospective party to the agreement to the Board for determination.
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Reason:
To comply with the requirements of Part V of the Planning
and Development Act 2000, as amended, and of the housing strategy
in the development plan area.
22. Prior to commencement of development, the developer shall lodge with
the planning authority a cash deposit, a bond of an insurance company,
or other security to secure the provision and satisfactory completion of
roads, footpaths, watermains, drains, open space and other services
required in connection with the development, coupled with an
agreement empowering the local authority to apply such security or
part thereof to the satisfactory completion of any part of the
development. The form and amount of the security shall be as agreed
between the planning authority and the developer or, in default of
agreement, shall be referred to An Bord Pleanála for determination.
Reason:
To ensure the satisfactory completion of the
development.
23. The developer shall pay to the planning authority a financial
contribution in respect of public infrastructure and facilities benefiting
development in the area of the planning authority that is provided or
intended to be provided by or on behalf of the authority in accordance
with the terms of the Development Contribution Scheme made under
section 48 of the Planning and Development Act 2000. The
contribution shall be paid prior to the commencement of development
or in such phased payments as the planning authority may facilitate
and shall be subject to any applicable indexation provisions of the
Scheme at the time of payment. Details of the application of the terms
of the Scheme shall be agreed between the planning authority and the
developer or, in default of such agreement, the matter shall be referred
to the Board to determine the proper application of the terms of the
Scheme.
Reason:
It is a requirement of the Planning and Development Act
2000 that a condition requiring a contribution in accordance with the
Development Contribution Scheme made under section 48 of the Act
be applied to the permission.

Deirdre MacGabhann
Planning Inspector
30th April 2015
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